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PREFACE
Our goal in producing this primer is to provide

the beginner with the basic information required
to have an informative and enjoyable experience.
The primer is not intended to be a comprehensive
or in-depth discussion of topics and terminology
introduced.
It is assumed that if a beginner is “seduced” by
the experience they will then have a foundation to
become a “student of the sport”.

Do You Know The Flags?
They Are Your Eyes
• To see even further down track
• Around blind corners & over hills
• If the track is blocked
• To detect oil or debris on the track
• For other on-track traﬃc
• If you or your car has a problem
• When the on-track session is over

Flags
Green Flag
• Indicates the start of a session.
May be used to restart at the end of a caution or
delay.
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Flags
Yellow Flag
• A caution flag.
• There is a track hazard ahead.
• Check your mirrors.
• Then slow down until you know the reason.
• Passing is prohibited under a yellow flag
condition.
• It may be displayed at one corner station or at all
corner stations (full course caution).
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Flags
Red & Yellow Stripe Flag
• Grip hazard on track.
• The track is slippery.
• Condition could cause loss of control.
• Usually due to oil, coolant or other debris on
track.
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Flags
Blue Flag
• Check your mirrors. You are
being overtaken by a faster car.
• Allow the faster driver to pass in the
next passing zone.
During driver’s education, drivers are required to
allow overtaking cars to pass.
Used in racing as well, but only as a courtesy.
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Flags
White Flag
• Slow moving vehicle such as
a pace car or tow truck is on the track.
• Slow down and be alert
• Does not mean last lap like NASCAR
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Flags
Red Flag
Conditions are too unsafe to proceed:
• Slow down and pull-off the racing line
• Assure you are in sight of a corner station
• Await further instructions from a corner worker.
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Flags
Black Flag
• Unfurled at every station:
slow down & return to pits.
• Furled and Pointed at you:
something is wrong with either your driving or
your car.
slow down and return immediately to the pits.
• May be used in place of the “Meatball”
• If it’s pointed at you – this flag is for you!
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Flags
Black “Meatball” Flag
• If you see this flag it’s meant for you.
• Return immediately to the pits.
Your car has an unsafe mechanical problem
that requires evaluation.
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Flags
Checkered Flag
In a DE:
• Current session is complete.
• Take a cool down lap at a slower speed.
In racing the race is over when you see this flag.
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Objectives Of Driver’s Education
1.) Develop performance oriented driver’s skills in a
safe, structured environment:
• Understand vehicle dynamics.
• Learn car control techniques.
2.) Appreciate you car’s capabilities. Your car’s
limits are usually greater than your limits.
3.) Experience driving on some great racetracks.
4.) Have fun.

Remember
•	
  Driver’s education events are not racing schools.
• No times are kept and no prizes are awarded.
• Driver’s education will make#
you a better street driver.
• Everyone was once a novice.
• You will begin to learn a new
and different driving experience.
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Vehicle Preparation
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red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

• You

must be seated properly or car
control will suffer.

•
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Be sure your seat adjustment is
correct for the positioning of
your hands and feet.

• The seat back should be fairly upright. Arms should be
straight when placed at 12 o’clock on the wheel with
a slight break at the elbow in the 9-3 position. Readjust
the mirrors for final seat position.
• You must be able to comfortably reach all controls.

Vehicle Preparation
• Dress properly. A long sleeve cotton shirt and long
cotton trousers are required unless otherwise#
specified at the driver’s meeting. Driving shoes #
are ideal, and street shoes must be lace-up.
• Always

check your car before every on-track session.
Perform a general inspection and check tire tread,#
tire pressures, lug nuts and the car’s fluids.

• If you have a 5 or 6 point harness be sure the #
passenger side straps are loosened and #
unbuckled for your instructor.
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Vehicle Preparation
•	
  Empty your car of anything#
that is not bolted down.
*Examples: floor

mats, loose change, garage door
control unit, nail polish bottles, cell phone, handgun,
toys, and the list goes on!

*At one time or another all listed items have been discovered
upon entering a student’s car by in-car instructors.
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Comfort Zone
• What is it and why talk about it?
• A behavioral state.
• Anxiety Neutral.
• Generally requires a limited set of behaviors with
which the person is comfortable.
• Results in a steady level of performance.
• Usually associated with no sense of risk.

Tips From The Pro’s

Have A Good Understanding Of What You Did Right.
Have A Better Understanding Of What You Did Wrong.

Comfort Zone
• New experiences require new behavioral responses.
• This raises anxiety levels and hopefully places you in
the “Optimal Performance Zone” where
performance is enhanced and skills improved.
• Anxiety improves performance up to a point but
higher levels will negatively impact performance.
• The learning threshold is highly individual.

Step Outside The Zone

From Cyclope-Series Team Blog

Tips From The Pro’s

Cars react entirely from driver input. Fear brings
panic input, and panic input is always wrong.

Outside The Zone
• In the Optimal Performance Zone there is
increased anxiety and stress responses.
• There is also increased concentration and focus
that facilitate learning new skills.
• As concentration and skill improve, so too will
judgment and anticipation.
• If anxiety levels become too high, fear and
panic set-in with a fight-or-flight survival reaction
and performance will decrease.

Optimum Performance Zone
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Outside The Zone
•

The decision to do a HPDE requires that you step outside your comfort zone; step into the learning zone
and take advantage of the enhanced concentration
and focus it produces.

•

Driving is a cognitive skill that integrates both motor
and sensory skills.

•

Track driving requires not only these skills but
concentration, good judgment and anticipation.

•

Everything will happen more quickly the faster you
go…..at 100 mph you’re traveling approximately
150 ft/sec…. ½ of a football field. You must
concentrate and anticipate.

Outside The Zone
•	
  	
  	
  You will make mistakes, learning from them
leads to improvement.

• As anxiety increases, concentration and focus
decrease. Learning from mistakes stops.
• In panic mode you could:
1. Fail to brake or turn at the end of a straight.
2. Fail to see what you must.
3. Fail to hear your instructor.
• This can occur with anyone, even experienced
drivers who push too hard.

	
  

Tips From The Pro’s

“Don’t Learn Your Mistakes”
We All Like To Do The Easy Parts Fast, Stumble
Through The Hard Parts And Move On…
That of course means you are practicing and
learning the stumble!

Street vs. Track
• Street driving skills must be deconstructed and
track driving skills constructed.
• Proper track driving skills must be learned
• These driving techniques must be mastered to the
point that they become routine behavior on track
or street.
• They should become so routine that you always
employ them and do not revert to the previous bad
habits in a panic situation.

Street vs. Track
STEERING: hands at the 9-3 position, #
both hands must be on the wheel#
except for shifting or signaling a pass.
•

BRAKING: street braking involves gradual pedal effort#
that increases as the car stops or turns.

•

Track braking requires hard pedal pressure early, easing#
off as the car begins to turn; so-called reverse braking.

•

There are two brake points; first is the initiation of braking
and second is coming off the brakes. Both are important.
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Street vs. Track
•

The primary purpose of track braking is to slow
the car to target speed for turn-in .

•

Target turn-in speed allows you to place the car
precisely where you want it to be.

•

The most common braking mistake? Attempting to#
move too quickly from the brake to the throttle.

Street vs. Track
It’s A Racing Paradox…
You Must First Slow
Down, To Go Faster

•

What is the FIX?…
Do what it takes to slow #
the car to target turn-in speed
before turning-in.

•

Over equal distances brakes are capable of producing#
a greater change in speed then acceleration.

•

Brakes are not limited by horsepower, and they are not#
limited to one set of wheels.

Street vs. Track
• Driving situations where steering/braking/throttle
actions occur at the same time (with or without#
gear changes) require a car to do two or more
things at once.
• This sharing of traction (grip) occurs most commonly
driving thru turns, and applies to kinks as well as
high speed sweepers.
• Smooth driving, not abrupt or jerky, is key to building
speed… free flowing - unlike connecting the dots.

Street vs. Track
• THROTTLE - smooth on and off…
• uninterrupted movement….
• not jerky or abrupt.

A good general rule is to be at full throttle as!
your shoulder passes the apex.
•

SHIFTING - Not a priority early but when #
you do, it must be smooth.#

#

•

MIRRORS - look in your mirrors. You #
should do this on both track and street.
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Tips From The Pro’s

Is There A Basic Practice Error?
-- Resistance To Change -New ways are not immediately comfortable

Mental Preparation

YOUR SENSES
ARE VITAL

• Always be aware of your surroundings and where #
you are on track.
• Where are the manned corner stations?
Be alert for flags.
• What is the condition of the track?
Has the track changed since your last session?
•

Observe the actions of cars around you.

•

Be prepared to act……

CONCENTRATE AND ANTICIPATE!

Mental Preparation

YOUR SENSES
ARE VITAL

VISION:
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• YOUR CAR GOES WHERE YOU LOOK.
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Perspective
Point

• Look where you want to go not where#
you are going, unless you don’t want#
to go there. Your eyes guide your hands.
“Keep Your Eyes Up & Scan”

• Keep your eyes up, look ahead & lead the
car by 20 degrees. See the BIG picture -- look to the point
of emerging information.

• This is sometimes difficult to master, but crucial to all driving.
• Good eye-hand coordination is mandatory and skills can be#
improved by learning (practicing new skills).
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Tips From The Pro’s

The Ability To Look Ahead Immunizes Against Incidents.

Mental Preparation

YOUR SENSES
ARE VITAL

LISTEN TO WHAT YOUR INSTRUCTOR TELLS YOU
• HEARING: recognize the normal sounds your car makes#
so you’re aware of potential problems signaled by a#
new sound.
• TOUCH AND FEEL: the car provides feedback thru the #
steering wheel, seat and pedals.
Sitting in your seat you may feel early car movement
thru your seat sensors….i.e. butt, before it begins#
to lose adhesion.
• SMELL: oil, gas, rubber, brakes, wiring and smoke.#
What do their smells mean? Take corrective action.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Tips From The Pro’s

Confidence Allows You Not To Rush And Lets
You Have Time To Choose When To Rush.

On-Track
• First few laps of each session should be used to
warm-up both car and driver.
• Identify the manned corner stations.
This is where you’ll see the flags.

Is It A Command or an Information flag?

• Evaluate track conditions, they will change from#
session-to-session.
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Corners
• What is the most important part of a race track?
• Straights serve to connect the corners.
• The most important corners on a racetrack are#
usually those leading to the longest straights. #
Those turns that the driver finds very difficult#
may also be considered most important.
• The track is one way, so you may use all of it.
• A corner APEX is the point at which your car is
closest to the inside of a turn.

The Apex of a Corner
• The true or Classic Apex is at
the geometric bisection of#
the corner.
Late Apex

• An Early Apex is before
the classic apex.
• A Late Apex is after
or beyond the classic
apex.

Classic Apex

Early
Apex
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The Apex of a Corner
• The school line favors safety and generally a late#
apex but there may be exceptions at every track.
• There is more than one line around the track, not
just the school line.
• The fastest way around a track is called the racing#
line, but remember in racing, only the front#
runners may be able to use the racing line. The#
racing line is also called the qualifying line.
• As you progress, your in-car instructor will work#
with you on variations from the school line.

The Line - Connecting Apexes
• What is a “Line” around the track?
• It is a model, a model to simplify #
the complexity of where we #
belong on track.
• It is your track guide constructed from where to place
the car, change gears, brake, turn-in, accelerate.
• Your line is your personal view of seeing your way
around the track. It is where confidence and risk
management come together.
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The Line - Connecting Apexes
• There are many choices, but what ever choice, it must
follow one simple rule.
• At turn-in a good line allows continuous incremental
throttle increase, without lifting, until it is necessary
to slow for the next turn.
• The line is an imagined route – a path that provides
its own road map to the way back from deviation.
• More importantly, it provides the ability to anticipate.

Tips From The Pro’s

Your Line?
After All, Is Merely Your Current Thought.
It Can Be Changed!

Corner Progression

The Corner
• Do all braking and downshifting in a straight line.
• With practice in the brake zone, hard braking to the point near
wheel lock or ABS activation may be used…
it is called THRESHOLD BRAKING.
• At turn-in use PROGRESSIVE THROTTLE
to retain entry speed.
• With practice and experience at turn-in
you may employ TRAIL BRAKING.
• A good general guide is to be at full throttle as your shoulder
passes the apex. This is a good way to proof a turn.
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The Apex of a Corner
An Early Apex:
• Permits more speed at entry but increases the risk of running
out of track at the exit.
• It works for expanding radius turns where#
there is room to run to the outside.
A Late Apex:
• Requires sacrificing speed at entry to#
achieve a faster exit. It’s a slower entry#
but a safer one…slow in, fast out. #
Ideal for collapsing radius turns.

Early Apex

Late Apex
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The Apex of a Corner
•
Classic Apex

Using a Classic Apex, or early apex, often#
permits more speed thru the turn and#
usually provides the fastest line. It requires#
skilled car control and track awareness.

• Compound

Curves commonly called “Esses” have two or
Late Apex
Latest Apex
more turns which cannot be #
driven as one curve.
They dictate the last turn as
Later Apex
the most important; all others have their line modified
to accommodate the best entry into the next turn in
the series. Drivers must be mindful of weight transfer.
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Rules Of High Speed Cornering

How To Use An Apex
Progressive
Throttle
Target Speed
By Turn-in

The Apex Is A Window
Look Through It

And Hesitate Before Turn-in
Gear Change
Brake
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Rules Of High Speed Cornering

Accelerate To Outside

How To Use An Apex
Progressive
Throttle
Target Speed
By Turn-in

And Hesitate Before Turn-in
Gear Change

The Apex Is A Window
Look Through It
Maintain Your Option.

Brake
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Rules Of High Speed Cornering
Stay Inside

How To Use An Apex
Progressive
Throttle
Target Speed
By Turn-in

And Hesitate Before Turn-in
Gear Change

The Apex Is A Window
Look Through It And
Retain Your Option.

Brake
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Rules Of High Speed Cornering
Exercise Your Option

How To Use An Apex
Progressive
Throttle
Target Speed
By Turn-in

And Hesitate Before Turn-in
Gear Change

The Apex Is A Window
Look Through It
To The Next Turn.

Brake
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Rules Of High Speed Cornering
• Piloting a car is a dynamic exercise, which is not limited to the
physics controlling simple motions.
• Yes, you can brake, accelerate and turn. You can also brake and
turn at the same time, or accelerate and#
turn at the same time.
• More importantly you can brake a lot and

turn a little, or brake a little and turn a lot.
• Success depends on selecting the proper series of moves.
• The entire road-holding capability decreases as speed increases#
because the physics of motion are disadvantageously loading
and unloading the suspension.
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How Important Is Grip

Grip, The Basis Of
Car Control, Is
Generated
By Downforce
On The Tire
At The Area Of
The Contact Patch
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How Important Is Grip
Grip Is The Glue That Holds You To The Road
Often Called Neutralsteer

Oversteer

Equal
Grip

Less Front
Grip

Understeer

Less Rear
Grip

They Are Self Compensating
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Tips From The Pro’s

Have A Good Understanding Of What You Did Right.
Have A Better Understanding Of What You Did Wrong.
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GLOSSARY
Of Common Terms

Common
Terms

GLOSSARY

A to C

ACCELERATE: Time rate of change in velocity. To accelerate a car is to
change it’s velocity. Speed and velocity share the same dimensions
and are measured as distance/time. Acceleration is recorded as
distance/time2.
ANTI-LOCK BRAKES (ABS): A braking system that senses impending
wheel lock-up then intervenes by modulating brake pressure to keep
the wheels moving. Causes a slight pulsation in the brake pedal.
BRAKE POINT: The point at which the brakes are applied.
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION(COF): The ratio of the frictional force between
two surfaces. As it applies to tires, the frictional force between the
track and the tire. A low COF occurs on slippery surfaces.
CONTACT PATCH OF A TIRE: That part of the tire in contact with the track.

Common
Terms

GLOSSARY

C to O

CORNERING FORCE: Lateral force away from the long axis of the car
as it travels in an arc. Also called CENTRIFUGAL FORCE or
LATERAL ACCERATION.
MARBLES: Parts of the track off the driving line containing debris
that produces a slippery surface.
OPPOSITE LOCK: Turning the steering wheel in a direction opposite
to the direction the car is turning. The maneuver used to correct
oversteer. May also be referred to as COUNTER STEER.
OVERSTEER (LOOSE): The car steers more than the amount
commanded by the steering input. The rear tires have less grip
and the car may begin to rotate. The car drives off track butt first.
Oversteer is best conceptuaized on the skid-pad. It is defined by
different front and rear slip-angles. Understeer compensates for
Oversteer.

Common
Terms

GLOSSARY

P to R

PROGRESSIVE THROTTLE: Pressure application on the gas pedal to
maintain
a constant speed.
RAIN LINE: The line around a race track when the surface is dry is
usually different than the line around the track when the surface
is wet. The line employed when the track is wet is referred to as
the RAIN LINE.
• A wet track is usually extremely slippery and made all the
worse by standing water.
• Different parts of a track often have different surface
compounds and may have different grip levels (differing
coefficients of friction) and variable rates of drying.

Common
Terms

GLOSSARY

R to S

ROAD CAMBER: The slopping of a road surface from the center to
the sides.
• ON CAMBER: When the road slopes in the direction of the turn,
sometimes called positive camber or crossfall camber.
• OFF CAMBER: When a road slopes away from the direction of
the turn, sometimes called negative camber it or adverse camber.
• NO CAMBER: When the road is flat thru the corner.

SLIP ANGLE: The angular difference between the direction a tire is
traveling and the direction of the tread. This a the result of the
tires flexibility and occurs normally to a small degree.
Rear slip angle greater than front slip angle - Oversteer. Rear tires less grip
Front slip angle greater than rear slip angle - Understeer. Front tires less grip

Common
Terms

GLOSSARY

T to L

THRESHOLD BRAKING: Hard brake application to just before the point
where the tires lose grip and begin to slide. With newer vehicles
this point is signaled by ABS intervention.
THROTTLE STEER: Using throttle application to steer or turn the car.
Hard throttle may create oversteer at the exit of a turn and thus
assist in turning. Power oversteer is another term for this.
THE LIMIT: The maximum force that may be exerted on a tire
before it begins to lose grip or adhesion.
THE LINE: Path taken by a car on a race track, especially in the
corners where it involves brake points, turn-in points, apex and
exit.

Common
Terms

GLOSSARY

T to -

THE RACING LINE: is the fastest way around a race track. May also
be called
the ideal line.
TRACTION: The ability of a tire to adhere to the track surface. It is
effected not only by the COF but the tire contact patch and the
load on the tire.
TRAIL BRAKING: Decreasing brake pedal application that continues
into a turn with gradual lift off near the apex. The resulting load
transfer(to the front) aids in turning. This is in contrast to coming
off the brakes before turn-in.
TURN-IN: The action produces the transition between traveling in
a straight line and entering a corner.

Common
Terms

GLOSSARY

- To -

UNDERSTEER (PUSH): The car steers or turns less than the amount
commanded by the steering input. The car drives off track nose
first.
WEIGHT TRANSFER: The gain or loss of down force on the contact
patch of a tire occurring as a result of cornering, braking or
accelerating.

Common
Terms

GLOSSARY

- To -

Tips From The Pro’s

It Is Not The Gizmo. It Is Not The Tool.
It Is The Tool-User That Makes The Real Difference.
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